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ABSTRACT 
Discontinuous Galerkin Formulation for Multi-component Multiphase Flow 
by 
Christina Ho 
The understanding of multiphase multi-component transport in capillary porous 
media plays an important role in scientific and engineering disciplines such as the 
petroleum and environmental industries. The two most commonly used tools to 
model multiphase multi-component flow are finite difference and finite volume meth-
ods. While these are well-established methods, they either fail to provide stability on 
unstructured meshes or they yield low order approximation. In this thesis, a presen-
tation of both fully coupled and sequential discontinuous Galerkin (DG) formulations 
for the multiphase multi-component flow is given. Two physical models are exam-
ined: the black oil model and the CO2 sequestration model. The attractive attribute 
of using DG is that it permits the use of unstructured meshes while maintaining high 
order accuracy. Furthermore, the method can be structured to ensure mass conser-
vation, which is another appealing feature when one is dealing with fluid dynamic 
problems. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The study of multi-component multiphase flow is important in a wide range of indus-
tries. In this thesis, two new schemes are proposed to solve the fluid flow problems 
that arise in the petroleum and environmental disciplines. Both fully coupled and 
sequential numerical schemes are developed based on discontinuous Galerkin (DG) 
approximation. The model used to predict the black oil flow involve the composi-
tional pressure and saturation equations developed by Watts ( [10], 1986 ). This is 
a popular model used in the oil industry, however no work has been done to solve 
this model using the DG method. As for the CO2 sequestration problem, there has 
been few investigations on the traditional model that uses DG. The advantage of 
these schemes is significant, as they retain high order approximations of pressures 
and saturations while conserving mass locally. 
1.1 Motivation 
The demand for energy is outpacing new discoveries of oil. In the year of 2009, the 
United States consumed approximately 20.7 million barrels of oil a day, which is a 
3 million barrel a day increase in comparison to the year 1995. This motivates the 
need to model petroleum reservoir in order to develop optimum performance and 
strategies. 
A petroleum reservoir is a porous medium where hydrocarbons are trapped inside 
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the pore of a rock. Oil production in such reservoir is implemented in three phases: 
primary, secondary and tertiary recovery stage. In the primary recovery stage, oil 
can be easily extracted by relying on sufficient underground pressure in the reservoir. 
This pressure forces the oil to the surface; however, only an approximate of 10 percent 
of oil can be restored in this stage. 
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Figure 1.1 : Oil Recovery Process 
In the secondary recovery, injection of fluids in wells is enforced. The well where 
fluids are injected into is called an injection well and it is used to facilitate oil produc-
tion by increasing the pressure and flow rates of the reservoir. Oil is then extracted 
through another well called a production well (See Fig 1.1). The recovery factor from 
this process is about 30-40 percent. In order to recover the remaining oil, compa-
nies turns to the tertiary recovery stage where more complex chemicals, for example 
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CO2, are injected to the reservoir to increase the mobility of oil. Ongoing research 
on reservoir simulation are still being conducted to analyze and forecast fluid flows 
of the system. 
In addition to the petroleum industry, an understanding of the multiphase flow 
in porous media also plays an important role in the environmental business. Major 
research projects are currently being performed on problems such as geological se-
questration of carbon dioxide (CO2). The alarming CO2 greenhouse effect has been 
notably the number one cause of global warming on the planet. To address this prob-
lem, deep aquifers have been ubiquitously developed as a venue to trap large volumes 
of CO2. A deep aquifer is a geological formation of permeable rocks built deep un-
derground. On top of the aquifer, a cap rock is built to prevent CO2 from escaping. 
However, the issue pertaining to the possibility of leakage of carbon dioxide remains. 
To ensure that the risk of leakage is minimized, an improved understanding of fluid 
flow and the response due to the change in fluid pressure is necessary. 
1.2 Literature Search 
To maximize the production of oil in a petroleum reservoir, many of the oil fields 
require the pressure to be kept above the bubble-point. Doing so keeps oil remaining 
in a single liquid phase in which helps avoid gas cap from forming in the pore space and 
helps stimulate the mobility of the fluid. Following the primary recovery stage, if the 
pressure falls below the bubble point, oil coexists in three phases: liquid, vapor and 
aqueous. Under these circumstances, oil is a multiphase multi-component mixture 
and the study of such a flow problem is important for oil reservoir simulation. 
The black oil reservoir is a porous medium consisting of hydrocarbons. This reser-
voir is formed by a porous fractured rock and is located deep beneath the surface of the 
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earth. In the petroleum industry, major efforts have been placed to better understand 
the flow in black oil reservoirs. The commonly used numerical methods for modeling 
multiphase flow in porous media include finite difference and finite volume methods. 
These two methods are well-established strategies (Douglas [3], Durlofsky [4]); how-
ever, while the finite difference method is straightforward to implement and efficient 
on standard structured grids, it exhibits instability on unstructured meshes. As for 
the finite volume methods, they are of low order. 
Driven by the need for higher accuracy approximation, the discontinuous Galerkin 
(DG) method is employed (Reed and Hill [5]). The key stimulus for applying DG is 
due to the fact that an arbitrarily high order of accuracy can be obtained with a com-
pact stencil. In addition, DG exhibits appealing features such as keeping mass locally 
conserved as well as having the ability to easily handle complex geometric domains. 
The study of two-phase flow in porous media has been successfully implemented and 
documented (Riviere and Bastian [6]), so it is only natural to extend this scheme to 
multi-phase multi-component flow. 
While much work has been performed with DG methods for incompressible mul-
tiphase flow (Riviere [7], Natvig and Lie [8]), relatively few investigations have been 
done on multiphase flow that includes the effect of compressibility. Such an effect is 
important if the gas phase exists, as it does when the pressure is below the bubble 
point. In particular, gas has a relatively large compressibility; thus the consideration 
of it is important, as there can be a considerable spatial compressibility variation 
within the petroleum reservoir (Zhou and Tchelepi [9]). 
The governing equation of the multiphase multi-component flow in porous media is 
given by the pressure-saturation equation. Existing solution techniques used to solve 
for this system of equations includes implicit pressure-explicit saturation (IMPES) 
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and the coupled implicit method. With the IMPES framework, the pressure equation 
is computed implicitly with the remaining equations being evaluated explicitly. This 
algorithm leads to a relatively fast solution in terms of time step basis; however, 
the time step size is greatly limited by the imposed stability constraints (Watts [10], 
pp. 243). On the other hand, the coupled implicit technique does not encounter 
any stability issues; nevertheless, this method becomes rapidly uneconomical as we 
increase the size of the model. 
To include both robustness and stabilization of the system, Watts developed a 
method called the sequential implicit procedure (Watts [10]). In particular, the se-
quential implicit procedure employs IMPES to determine the pressure and uses im-
plicit treatment to solve for the saturation. Furthermore, it was shown that when 
black oil fluid properties are applied, the formulation reduces back to the conventional 
black oil equation. Besides the attractive feature to easily change the compositional 
model back to the black oil model, this formulation reveals a meaningful physical 
phenomenon of the system. That is, the pressure equation represents the volume 
balance (Acs et al. [11]). 
This thesis presents two different approaches to solve the pressure-saturation prob-
lem for multiphase flow based on the pressure-saturation formulation developed by 
Watts. One is the DG method with the fully coupled approach and the other is the 
DG method with the sequential approach. In both approaches, the model utilizes DG 
for spatial discretization. In regard to the fully coupled approach, the coupled system 
of nonlinear equations is solved by applying an iterative scheme, namely Newton-
Raphson. The advantage of this scheme is that it does not require slope limiters 
or upwinding stabilization techniques. As for the sequential approach, the pressure 
and saturation equations are decoupled and solved sequentially by time lagging the 
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coefficients, whereas the saturations equations are solved successively. This method 
provides efficient solutions while eradicating the non-linearity difficulty. 
Besides solving the black oil model (Watts [10]), a numerical scheme for the ge-
ological sequestration of carbon dioxide (CO2) is developed as well. The traditional 
multiphase flow model, TOUGH2, neglected the effect of triple point temperature as 
well as the various states of the CO2 fluid (Pruess [12]), specifically the supercritical 
state. In efforts to incorporate these conditions, a joint work including Sasaki, Fujii, 
Niibori, Ito and Hashida developed a model based on the usage of equation of state for 
CO2 established by Span and Wagner to include the C0 2 density (Sasaki et al. [13], 
Span and Wagner [14]). Furthermore, to account for the C0 2 dissolution in water, 
Sasaki proposed to take mole fractions of each component phase into consideration 
when dealing with the flux term and has noted that the mole fractions of CO2 can 
be calculated using Henrys law (Sasaki et al. [13],pp.47-48). 
Using the Sasaki formulation model of the pressure-saturation equations, a scheme 
based on discontinuous approximation spaces is established for solving this system. 
Noting that the obtained system is a function of the mole fractions of water in va-
por and aqueous phase, the fugacity equation mentioned by Spycher and Pruess 
is exploited for the computation of the corresponding mole fractions (Spycher and 
Pruess [15]). 
1.3 Plan of Thesis 
This thesis is composed of four chapters. Chapter 2 presents a brief background 
on both the saturated black oil model and the CO2 sequestration model following 
an outline of the assumptions for the data. A presentation of the compositional 
formulation of the pressure and saturation equations is given in detail. 
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Chapter 3 is the heart of this work, in this chapter we will use the resulting 
pressure-saturation formulation developed in Chapter 2 to formulate two new schemes 
to solve the compressible multiphase multi-component flow in porous media. I first 
present the sequential approach where the coupled pressure and saturations equations 
are linearized and solve sequentially by time-lagging all the nonlinear coefficients. 
Then I present the fully coupled approach where the resulting pressure and saturations 
system are decoupled by Newton-Raphson method. A backward Euler technique is 
used for the time discretization. 
Conclusions and a discussion of future possible approaches are presented in Chap-
ter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 provides the definitions to the notations used throughout 
the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 
Mathematical Model 
This chapter presents the compositional formulation of the pressure and saturation 
equations for both the black oil and C0 2 sequestration model. Based on the prelim-
inary equations developed here, two numerical discontinuous Galerkin schemes are 
established in the following chapter. For the black oil model, the basic equations for 
multicomponent multiphase flow are written as a set of one pressure equation and 
two saturation equations (Watts [10]). As for the CO2 sequestration model, a set of 
one pressure equation and one saturation equation are used to describe its flow. 
First an introduction of the black oil model is given. This model have three phases: 
liquid (L), vapor (v), aqueous (a) and three components: oil (o), gas (g), water (w). 
It is assumed that the aqueous phase does not exchange mass with liquid or vapor 
phase. The liquid and vapor phases do exchange mass. Here are the underlying 
assumptions of the data. 
2.1 Assumptions 
1. The primary variable is p := PL, the pressure of the liquid phase. 
2. Capillary pressure correspond to the differences in pressure between the inter-
face of phases and it is given by: 
Pea = Pa Pt (2.1) 
Pcv = Pv-P- (2.2) 
3. Both pca and pcv are functions of saturations: pca = pca(Sa), Pcv = Pcv{Sv)-
4. Relative permeabilities for water and gas are functions of saturations: 
kra — kra(Sa), krv — krv(Sv^), krL — kri,(Sa, Sv). 
5. Vicosities for oil and gas are functions of pressure: /x^ = HL{P), Md = Hvip)-
6. Volume formation factor for oil and gas (BL,BV) can be used to describe the 
reduction of oil and gas respectively as it is being brought to the surface. It is 
defined as 
Ba = for a = L,v (2.3) 
a 
where V^ is the volume in phase a at reservoir conditions and V^ f is the volume 
in phase a at standard conditions. It is assumed to be a function of pressure: 
Bl = BL(p), BV = Bv(p). 
7. Solution gas/liquid ratio (RSL) is the ratio of the volume of produced gas to the 
volume of produced liquid and it is function of pressure: RSL = RSL{P)-
8. Compressibility of phase a are function of pressure: ca = ca(p). 
9. Density in phase a are function of pressure: pa = pa(p). 
2.2 Saturated Black-Oil Model 
Assuming that the temperature is constant, the pressure equation for the pressure is 
given by (p = PL f° r instance): 
'd<t> (j) f dvx\ \ dp 
dp UT V dp J J dt f = (2.4) 
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Second for each phase a the saturation equation is: 
d dj) 
— (4>Sa) = —<f>Saca— + VamQm (2.5) 
where 
Porosity 4> is the measure of the pore space of the rock. It is defined to be the 
ratio of the volume of pores to the total volume, i.e. 
Vpore 
v (2'6) ^total 
where V stands for volume. 
• Specific volume ua of phase a is the reciprocal of the mass density. That is, the 
fraction of mass in phase a to the volume in phase a, which is given by 
= (2-7) 
and the total specific volume is defined to be UT = In the term 
— ^  ( jfyf) i 2 represents the overall mole fraction. 
• Partial molar volume Vam is the derivative of the volume in phase a with respect 
to the number of moles in component m. It can be expressed as 
where Nm represents the total number of moles in component m. Therefore, in 
(2.4) , Vrm — where Vr stands for total volume. 
• Divergence of the flux of component m is denoted as 0 m . 
• Saturation Sa of phase a is the fraction of the volume in phase a that fills the 
total pore space and it is given by 
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From (Watts [10]), we obtain the partial molar volumes and phase compressibilities: 
VLO = Bl, VLg = VLw = 0 (2.10) 
Vvo = —BVRSL, Vvg = Bv, Vvw = 0 (2-11) 
Ko = Vag = 0, Vaw = Ba (2.12) 
1 9 B l 
C l = -Wl~df ( 2 " 1 3 ) 
1 dBv SLBvdRsL /r>-\A\ 
Bv dp SVBL dp 
1 dBa (2.15) 
Ba dp 
Note that BL, Ba, Bv, RsL are known functions of pressure p and the fluxes ©m 
are functions of both pressure and saturation. Let ua denote the velocity of phase a. 
Then from Darcy's law, we have: 
k k 
ua = ——V(p„ - pagD), (2.16) 
Ma 
where kra is the relative permeability for phase a, k is the absolute permeability 
tensor of the porous medium, fj,a is the fluid viscosity of phase a, D is the depth of 
the reservoir and g is the gravitational constant (Chen [16]). Then, we have 
©,„ = - v -
©o = - v " G | ) ' ( 2 - i s ) 
e f f = + (2.19) 
Define 
a r = (2.20) 
f r 
With the definition of (2.20), we now compute the divergence of flux of each 
component from (2.16), (2.17), (2.18), (2.19). 
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Divergence Flux of Water Component 
©„ = - V - ( - ^ V ( p a - p a g D ) ^ 
= V . ( | V P ) + V . ( | V P . ) - V ^ ( | . V U 9 D ) ) (2.21) 
Divergence Flux of Oil Component 
Bo = 
= V • V • ( Z t v f a g D ) ) (2.22) 
Divergence Flux of Gas Component 
= v • iwvVpv) " v • (lt*{Pv9D)) + V ' (RsLWLVpL) 
- V • V( P L gD)) 
+ v • ( R S L ^ V P L ) ~ v • (RsL^-V{PL9D)) (2.23) 
It remains to define the terms in the pressure equation. Note that the rock com-
pressibility CR is given by 
Integrating (2.24) yields 
^ = (2.25) 
where p° is the reference pressure and <j>° is the porosity at p°. Applying Taylor 
expansion, one arrives at 
4> = <f>°(l + c R ( p - p ° ) + c 2 R i p - ] p 0 ) 2 + • • • ) . (2.26) 
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This yields an approximation: 
+ cR(p-p°)). (2.27) 
We next compute the total compressibility — with 2 as the overall mole fraction i/T 
From ut = vl + + Vv we have 
duT duL + dUa + dl* (2 2g) 
Ca 1 „ ua \ dp 
I/T V dp J z \ NT J V NT J V NT 
From (Watts [10], pp. 248), we have 
VL Vv , VLRsL „ K 
(2.29) 
dp dp dp dp 
The compressibility of phase a can be expressed as 
1 fdv, 
then, 
UT \ dp J z UT VT uT 
Now notice that we can write 
= (2.3!) 
UT VT\VaVTJ \NTJ 
as Va = Naua and VT = NT^T- Thus we obtain, 
1 f*T\ ( 2 .3 2 ) 
1 fdvT\ uL vv ua = —CL H cv H ca. (2.30) 
= = + N™ = i r (2-33) 
T>L DL DA 
and we know that 
NT = N0 + Nv, + Ng = NL + Na + Nv, (2.34) 
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where Nm represents the number of moles in component m € {o, w,g} and Na rep-
resents the number of moles in phase a G {L,a,v}. Since water does not exchange 
mass, we obtain 
Na = Nw, = = (2.35) 
E>v &L E>L 
Using the relation given above we can obtain the mass fractions as function of satu-
rations and pressure: 
Nr = ± ( Y L + YlBiIl + n 
Na Na \BL BL A BV 
BA (VL , VLRSL + VA + K 
K \BL BL Ba Bt 
a SL , ^ Ba Sv 
BL Sa BL Sa Bv Sa 
= i + B a S L + S L R s l \ ^ (2.36) 
BLSO, Sa \BV Bl J 
and 
and 
NT = 1 (VL VLRSL VA T 
Nv Nv \Bl Bl Ba 
1 | BV /VL | VLRSL | VA 
VV \BL BL BA 
— I _J_ BV SLVT RsLBV SLVT BV SaVr 
+ ~B~l ~SYVR Bl SvVt Ba SvVT 
_ j BVRSLSL BySg ^ SLBy ^ ^ 
BLSv BaSy BLSy 
^ = ± ( N + + ^ 
NL NL\ 1 Ba By 
= 1 + 
VL(l + RsL){Ba Bv 
= 1 (BLSaVT , BlSvVT 1 + RSL \BASLVR BV SLVT 
= (l + ^ - ^ l + ^ + l ^ + l ^ ) . (2-38) 
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Note that the total partial molar volume is given by: 
dV-r 
VTm = J K f - = VLm + Vvm + yQm, (2.39) dNm 
so from (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), we obtain 
VTo = VLo + Vvo + Vao = BL-BvRaL, (2.40) 
VTg = VLg + Vvg + Vag = Bv, (2.41) 
VTw = VLw + Vvw + Vaw = Ba. (2.42) 
From (2.21), (2.22), (2.23), we can rearrange the right-hand side of the pressure 
equation with the following form: 
J > T m e m = KTOV • ( ^ v P ) + KTSV • Q j v p ) + v ^ v • ( ^ v P ) 
m 
+VTgV. VpCT) + VTgV • Vp) + vTwv • Vpca) + X 
= (Bl - BvRsL)V • ( ^ V p ) + Bvv • ( ^ V p ) + • ( ^ V p ) 
+ B a V • ( g ^ V p ) + BvV • VPcv) + BaV • (YJPCO) + X 
(2.43) 
The function X = X(p, Sa, Si) contains the gravity terms: 
X = ~VTOV • (^V(PLgD)) -VTgV • (^-V(PvgD)) 
-VTwV • V(PagD)) - VTgV • {RsL^-V{pLgD)) 
= -(Bl - BvRsL)V • (^V(p^D)) - BvV • (~^(pvgD)) 
-BaV • V(PagD)) - BvV • [RsL^-V{pLgD]) (2.44) 
From (2.27), (2.32),(2.36), (2.37) ,(2.38), the left-hand side of the pressure equation 
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(2.4) becomes: 
/dcf) <fi , dv-i 
\dp I>T dp l z ) dt 
dp 
Tt 
( f c R + 4>°{\ + cR(p - p°)) 
BVSA 
LOV BASY DLOV' 
BUSl DVOL 
+ C S (\+ ^VRSLSL BYSG ^ SLBV\ 
V \ BLSV V BLSVJ 
The pressure equation in terms of p, BL, BA, BV, RSL, SV, SA is given by: 
Pressure Equation 
(<P°cR + + cR(p - p°))(cLSL( 1 + RSL)-1 (l + R.L + ^ + 
^ C , BVRsLSL , BvSa , SlBA , c ^  , BaSL , Ba(Sv , SLRSL\\\\dp 
= (BL - BVRSL)V • ( ^ V P ) + BVV • ( | ^ V p ) + BvV • (^g^Vp) 
+ £ a V • Vp) + • Vpc„) + B a V • Vp c a ) 
-~{BL - BVRSL)V • (?^V(PLGDJ) - BVV • ( | - V ( P ^ £ ) ) 
- B . V • ( | l V ( p q 5 j D ) ) - 5„V • ( R S L ^ ( p L g D ) ) (2.46) 
Now let us rewrite the right-hand side of the saturation equation (2.5). Using (2.10), 
(2.13), (2.22) we have 
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Saturation Equation for phase L 
-BLV ( &L 
' \B 
V(pLgD)) (2.47) 
By (2.11) and (2.14), we obtain: 
Saturation Equation for phase v 
,Q f 1 dBv SL Bv 8RSL\ dp 
- ^c I 1 dB SLBvdRsL\dp R R P ) + R V 
i n . 1 dBv SL Bv 8RsL \ dp = ~<pbv -By dp Sv Bl dp J dt 
-ByRSL(V • ( ^ V p ) - V • ( ^ - V { P L 9 D ) ) ) 
+BvV • V(p« + p)) - BvV • W(PvgD)) 
+BvV • (RaL^Vp) - BvV • (RsL^V{pLgD)) (2.48) 
Now from (2.12) and (2.15), one arrive at: 
Saturation Equation for phase a 
= - ^ ( - ^ - ^ j ^ + VaoQo + Vag e g + VawQw 
— BaV • V(PagD)) (2.49) 
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2.3 CO2 sequestration Model 
Carbon dioxide disposal into deep aquifer has been an important venue to trap excess 
gas emission, not only is this technology economical, it provides a promising media 
to trap large capacity of residual gas. In the CO2 sequestration process, we have 
two components (i.e. CO2 and H2O) and two phases (i.e. liquid (L) and vapor (v) 
phase). The mathematical model of this compositional problem can be described by a 
set of mass conservation equations and thermodynamic equilibrium formulae (Voskov 
et al. [17]). Specifically, the conservation equations used to describe the transport 
phenomenon of the fluid are established by Sasaki to account for the C 0 2 dissolution 
effect into water (Sasaki et al. [13]). The transport equations for the multiphase 
multicomponent flow in porous media is given by: 
d 
(4>(XCO2,LPLSL + XCO2,VPVSV)) + V • (XCO 2 ,LPLU L + XC02,vPvUv) 
+XCO2,LPLQL + xco2,vPvqv = 0, (2.50) 
d 
(4>{XH2O,LPLSL + XH2O,VPVSV)) + V • (xH2 0,LPLUL XFJ2OIV PVUY) 
+XH20,LPLQL + XH2OtvPvQv = 0. (2-51) 
Here xmia is the mole fraction of component m in phase a , ua is the phase velocity 
of phase a defined in (2.16) but neglecting the effect of gravity and qa is the source 
term of phase a. In addition, we have the capillary pressure pcv defined by (2.2). 
The state of thermodynamic equilibrium are given by: 
ICO2,L(P'T>xCO2,L) ~ fco2,v{P>T>xco2,v) = 0 (2.52) 
fH2OA'P>T'xH2o,L) - JH2o,V(.'P>TIXH2o,V) = 0 (2.53) 
Here we denote p as the liquid phase pressure and fm>a as the fugacity of component 
m in phase a . Fugacity is a thermodynamic property that describes the tendency of 
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a gas to escape. 
Phase constraint: 
XCO2,L + XH2O,L = 1 (2.54) 
xcOi,v + xH2O,V = 1 (2.55) 
Saturation constraint: 
SL + SV = 1 (2.56) 
Inserting (2.2), (2.16)and (2.56) into (2.50) and (2.51) yields: 
d 
— {<I>°( 1 + cR{p - P0)){XCO2,LPLSL + XCO2,VPV(L ~ SL))) at 
- V • {xC02,LPLaL^P + XC02lvPvOtvV{Pcv + P)) 
+XCO2:LPLQL +
 xco2,vpvQv = o, (2-57) 
and 
d 
— (</>°(l + cR{p - P°)){XH2O,LPLSL + XH2O,VPV{^ - SL))) 
- V • (xh2o,lPlC(l^P + XH2o,vPvavV(pcv + p)) 
+XH2o,LPiqL + XH2otvPvqv = 0, (2.58) 
The model above is a closed system for the CO2 sequestration processes. Next 
we consider the fugacity equations. It has been suggested that we can solve this by 
solving the mole fraction of water in CO2 in vapor and aqueous phase (Spycher [15]). 
Then we can obtain the expression: 
KH2O,T,P° • (1 - XCO2,L) ( ( p - P°) • VH2O 
XH2O,V = — — • exp — , (2.59) 
I~H2O -P \ J 
TCO2 • (1 ~ XH2O,V) • p ( (p ~ P°) • Vco2 \ ( v 
= KCO2,T,P° • 55.508 ' C X P { W ~ ) ' ( 2 " 6 0 ) 
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where rTO is the fugacity coefficient of component m, Km>t# is the thermodynamic 
equilibrium constant of component m at temperature t and pressure p, Vm is the 
average partial molar volume of component m and R is the gas constant with 
KH2O,T,P = . FH2°'V (2 .61) 
1 - XCO2,L 
= s r f c : <2-62> 
For simplicity, we can denote 
Hence, 
J 
xh2O,v = (2/^) _ (2-6 5) 
XCO2,L = B( 1 - XH2O,V) (2 .66) 
Fugacity coefficients of CO2 can be obtained from curves in Fig 2.1, where TCO2 
at each specific temperature under various pressure is given. 
In the next chapter, we develop a system of differential equations for both the 
black oil model and CO2 sequestration model by utilizing the equations developed 
here and establish a DG scheme to solve the system. 
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presswe (bar) 
Figure 2.1 : Fugacity coefficient of C0 2 at 25, 50, 74, 100 and 125°C under different 
values of pressures (Marini [1], p. 37) 
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Chapter 3 
DG Formulation 
In this chapter, a formulation of the discontinuous Galerkin scheme of the multiphase 
multi-component is established. Here, we focus exclusively on the saturated black 
oil model and the CO2 sequestration model. Two approaches are developed to solve 
the pressure-saturation formulations of the black oil model as well as the transport 
equations of the CO2 sequestration model. One approach is obtained by decoupling 
the solution of the equations and solving them sequentially. The other approach 
solves the discretized system using a fully implicit scheme, where the Jacobian matrix 
is computed at each time step. 
3.1 Sequential Formulation for Saturated Black Oil Model 
Here we present one possible technique which is to solve for pressure first by time-
lagging the coefficients, then for saturations. The primary unknowns are the liquid 
phase pressure p, the liquid phase saturation SL and the aqueous phase saturation 
Sa. Discretizing (2.46), (2.47), (2.49) in time, we obtain the following equations: 
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Pressure Equation 
( f c R + ^ ( 1 + cR(p - P°))(CLSL( 1 + RSL)-1 ( l + RaL + ^ + U ^ ) 
Q (-, , BVRSLSL BYSG SLB^ 
+ CYBY I 1 + H + J v i'L'Jt) i'a'Jj; JO^Ot, , + c 5 (i + a L | {' 
BLSO, SA\BV BL / / / / AT 
- • Vp"+ 1) + B„V • ( f 1 Vp"+ 1) + • Vp"+ 1) 
+BAV • ( | V p - ) + £„V • + £ a V • ( | V p c a ) 
- £„flBL)V • (^-V{pLgD)) - • (^-V(pvgD)) 
-BAV • ^ V ( P A G D ) ) - BVV • (RAL^-V{PLGD))Y = 0 (3 .1) 
Saturation Equation for phase L 
1 f ( 1 dB, \ \n+1 vn+1 - w 
A ; ^ w y V V Bl dp J J At 
- B 2 + 1 ( V • - V • ( ^ J L V ( P 2 + 1 ^ ) ) ) = 0 (3 .2) 
Saturation Equation for phase a 
1 ( ( \ dB \ \n+1 nn+1 - nn 
A t U T 7 \ \ Ba dp J J A t 
- B « + 1 ( v • 1 + P B + 1 ) ) - v • = 0 (3-3) 
The functions pca and pcv is assumed to be a function of Sa, Sv respectively. Thus we 
have the following relation 
Vpca = p'ca(Sa)VSa, and Vpcv = p'cv(Sv)VSv. (3.4) 
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Using the above equation, (3.3) can be rewritten as 
1 / / 1 dB \ \ ™+1 nn+1 — r)n 
A J U T ^ ' ' \ \ Ba dp J J At 
-B n a + l ( v • ( J ^ L p ^ v s r 1 ) ) - B r 1 ( v • - pna+1gD)^ 
(3.5) 
Now we are ready to discretize (3.1), (3.2) and (3.5) in space using the DG method. 
Denote C\ := (3.1), we can simplify the equation by writing 
£I(P,SL )S 0 ) = (Pn+l-Pn\ _ J2bnV , ( C R VP"+ 1) + yn(pcv,pca) 
i= 1 
i=1 
where 
+ C 5 F 1 + BVRSLSL ^U^'Q SLBV\ C g / J BQSL ^ Ba f Sy_ + SLB-sL 
V V \ BLSV BASV BLSVJ V BLSA SA \BV BL 
and 
rv rv 
y = —BV\7 • (-^VPCV) - BAV • (-ppVpCQ), (3.8) 
and the values of Cj, rfj, hi for i = 1 , . . . , 4 are shown in Table 3.1. 
Let 57 be a bounded domain in where d — 2,3 and f = {£}/, be a mesh of 
f l Suppose V(£H) = {u : G PK{E),VE G £/J where denotes the space of 
polynomials with total polynomial degree k on element E. Let k^,kfL,kfa represent 
the polynomial degree on E for the approximation of p, SL, Sa respectively. Then we 
define 
kp = m&x{kp : E G £h}, 
kSi = m&x{kf. : E G £h\ f° r i = a,L. 
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Table 3.1 : Coefficients of C\(p, SL, SA) 
i bi Ci di h hi 
1 BL — BvRsL OIL BL BL — BvRsL 
OIL 
BL PL 
2 Bv a-U Bv By 
OTY 
BV Pv 
3 By RSL<XL BL Ba 
DA 
BA Pa 
4 Ba CHA BA By R r
9^ SL BL PL 
Let I \ be the set of interior edges of elements of Sh- We denote an edge by e 
and associate with it a unit normal vector ne directed from element Em to En with 
m > n. Under this orientation, we define jump and average of a function $ on e by: 
Jump of $ : [ $ ] = -
Average of $ : {$} = 
z, 
Multiplying C\(p, SL, SA) by v G V(£h), integrating over one mesh element and 
summing over all elements gives: 
6?V • (c^pn+1) 
ET£H \ \ Y / E i = ! \Es£h JE££H J 
+ £ (yn, v)E + i2[ E (^V • f?VWgD),v)E\ = 0. (3.9) 
E<=£H i= 1 \EE£H / 
Notice one can evaluate the following integral using Green's theorem. If nE is the 
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outward normal to E, then one obtains the following expression: 
[ biV-(CiVP)v = [ V • (ciVp){biv) 
J EE£H JEE£H > e£h JE& h 
/ CjVp • V(biv) + / CiVp-nEbiV 
IEe£h JdE 
= - CjVp • + vVbi) + / CjVp • nEbiV 
JE€£h JdE 
= - CibiVp -Vv - / Q-uVp • V&i 
+ / CiVp-nsbiV. (3.10) 
JdE 
Here we write 
y: / CiVp • nEbiV = ' 
E O / B L M ( 3 - N ) |e| Je eevh 
where e = { —1,1}. If we choose e = 1, we arrive at a non-symmetric interior Galerkin 
method (NIPG). If e is equal to -1, we obtain a symmetric interior Galerkin method 
(SIPG). From the above equations, we obtain the following numerical scheme: 
Suppose (,p", snL, sna) G Vkp{£h) x VkaL (£h) x (£h) is known, find (p"+1, snL+1,sna+1) G 
T>kp(£h) x VksL{£h) x Vksa{£h) such that for all test function (v ,w , z ) G Vkp(£h) x 
T^ ks {£h) x T>ksa{£h), the following system is satisfied. 
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Pressure Equation 
4 
£ ( V ( ^ A , « ) + E ( E / w r • v , 
+ E / • V6? - £ f{b?c?Vpn+1 • ne}[v] 
+ e E / ' NE}[pn+1}) + E O / eerh"/e eerh 
4 
+ £ OA + E E • f?V(h?gD), v)E = 0. (3.12) 
E<A£H i=l E€£H 
We denote the saturation equations as £ 2 : = (3.2) and £3 := (3.5). Similarly, we 
discretize £2 and £3 and obtain: 
Saturation Equation for phase L 
E€£H V Y £ \ \ L Y / 
,w I 
V ' \ X - - -R- / / E 
AR, 
Br, 
- E / K V p " + 1 - n e } H + ^ / K V w n e } [ p n + 1 i 
eerh J e eerh 1/6 
: = 1 
+ E FR f[PN+1HW] - E / • {BnL+1Vw + wVBl+1) e Je JEP£h Or eerh 1 1 1/6 E££H 
: = 2 
+ E [{^(pl+1gD)-ne}[w]-eJ2 / K V w n e } [ p L g D ] eerh 7 e eerh ^ N v ' 
: = 3 
- E n / k g D ] [ w ] = 0. (3.13) 
e Je eerh 
V-
: = 4 
and 
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Saturation Equation for phase a 
2 
+ E / o ^ r a v s r 1 • ( s r ^ z + ^ v ^ r 1 ) 
- E / W c a r a V S T ^ n J I z l + c ^ [{<P'oa(S:)Vz.ne}[S:+1] 
eerh J e e€Th J e 
+ E o / W + E [ • + 
- E / • ne}[z] + e E / K V z " M [ p ] + E U f W N e£rh J e eerh J e eerh 1 1 J e 
•• / s ' 
:=5 :=6 
- E / S r ^ i p ^ g D ) • (Ba"+1 Vz + z V i ^ 1 ) 
Ez£h E€£h a 
+ E J{<^(Pna+1GD) • ne}[z] - e J{aF7z • n e } [ ^ + 1 g D ] 
:=7 
- E i n / [Pa+ 1gD][z]=0. (3.14) 
eerh lel ^ v V ' 
: = 8 
Note that (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) are the stabilization terms for the DG scheme, but it 
might not be necessary to include them for convergency of the method. The reason 
is that the terms (1,2,3,4) does not associate with the primary unknown, here it is 
SL, corresponding to the saturation equation for phase L. The same reasoning holds 
for terms (5,6,7,8). To find out if these terms are required, one can test it through 
numerical implementation. 
3.2 Fully Coupled Formulation for Saturated Black Oil Model 
Replace all the functions that are dependent on Sa, SL and evaluate them at n + 1, 
then we obtain a system of nonlinear equations: 
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Pressure Equation 
+ [ c™+1t>Vpn+1 • V6"+1 - E / (6?+ 1c?+ 1Vp n + 1 • n J H 
+ e E / ^ r ^ v * • n e}[p-+ i]) + E n / [ p n + 1 ] M + E 
ecrhJe e e r j 6 1 ' / e 
4 
i=1 
Saturation Equation for phase L 
- ( W \ , ^ / B+1 c n + 1 / 1 dBL \«+ 1Pn + 1 - PN 
E££h v 7 £ £e£h \ l; r 
a n + 1 
D 'E££H DL 
" E / K + 1 V p " + 1 - n e } H + e ^ f{a2+1V'u; • ne}[pn+1] 
eer h
 Je eerh Je 
+ E n / ^ H - E / • ( B ^ V u , + 
E€I\ JE EE£H J E ^ ^ 
+ E / • M M - e E [{anL+1Vwne}[pl+1gD} eerh Je ee r h 
- E f | fiPl+19DM = 0. (3-16) 
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Saturation Equation for phase a 
'{<t>sa)n+l - {4>sa) 
E €£h At 
v»+1 
1 dBa\\n+lpn+l -pn 
E E£H 
Ba dp At 
v-^ f an+1 
+ E / i £ + r J U ' S r 1 ) v s r 1 • (Bna+1Vz + zVBna+l) 
- E / { « r - v „ ( s r 1 ) v s r 1 . n e } [ z ] + e 5 3 / K + 1 Vz"+ 1 • n e } b c j 
eerh 7 e eerh J e 
+ E u f b c - l H + E [ | £ r v P n + 1 • + 
- E / K + 1 V p " + 1 • ne}[z] + e £ f K + 1 V z • ne}[p] + E H 
f tyn+1 
- E / v f o , ^ ) • ( s : + i v z + z v ^ r 1 ) 
E<=£H 
+ E [{a:+1Vz-ne}[pagD} e€rh Je eerh Je 
- E o = (3.17) eerh lel J* 
Now we define L4 := (3.15), L5 := (3.16),Le := (3.17). Applying the Newton-
Raphson method with = (Pn, S™), the Newton iterates are defined by 
the following system: 
= 
w 
' dL-(e,xi,vi) - ^ t t ' . x W ) dpn+l d S r 1 dS2+1 
dpn+l ^ ' X ' V ) dSn+1 ' * ' ^  ) ^ ' * ' ^  ^ 
\dpn+1 
L 5 ( e , x i 
\L6(e,xi 
(3.18) 
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We now present an algorithm for the solution of the pressure, saturation equation. 
Algori thm 
1. Fix e > 0. Input initial values with x°, V°) = OA S^, S2). 
2. For 1 = 0 ,1 , . . . , do 
(a) Compute £'+1,X<+1. r]i+1 by solving (3.18). 
(b) If - ^ | | i 2 ( n ) < 6, | |V + 1 - V l l ^ n ) < e and \\r]l+1 - V l \ \ L , m < e, 
where represents the set of basis over E and ajtE is the coefficient corresponding 
to tpj,E- To assemble the Jacobian J of (3.18) the entries of J are computed. For 
simplicity, we drop the index n + 1 from now on. 
return I = I* and stop. 
3. Let pn+l = S™+1 = xu, S2+1 = rju. 
Here the pressure p is written in the following form: 
(3.19) 
EZ£h j=l 
dCA 
dp 
r fPnv\ OA 
J
EE£H V A I J ¥ 
(3.20) 
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+ E • VW - E / . n J H 
eerh lel d p E€£h J e d p 
lE £ d i V ^ p { V ' (3-21) 
derivative with 
ijtE- Therefore, 
of, we cannot simply 
dp AT <9£4 . , . . write — = 1. Now we compute which is given by: 
dp dSL 
dp 
Note that the term — is kept due to the fact that the partial  
dp 
respect to p corresponds to the partial derivative with respect to a ^ . f re 
depending on the element E that we are taking the derivative  
 dCi 
dSL 
+ 
y [ ( p - p n > ^ ± + y ( y f b i ^ L V p . V v 
+ E [ I v ^ - V p - V h 
^hJEesh JSL I dbL J 
+ E / J r + E E ( / 
EE£H J E ^ DBL i= l EE£H V JE€£K OBL 
+ diviV • (3.22) 
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The calcuation of is the same as TT^, replace SL by Sa. oSa dSL 
— = E / " + dSa 
+ 
E / - V P ^ - E / M { ^ V P . N E } 
+ « E / { ^ V - M F E 
4 
Now 
dp 
+ £ / ^ ( V - Z . v ^ D ) ) 
+ f • ^ ( h ^ D ) ) ) (3 .23) 
dC we compute — - with /? = (p, S^, 5a), then we obtain: oPi 
TT [ ,0 dp ^ / f (p-pn)w d / 0 
y^e^ At rip V BL dp J J ^ V dp 
~ f S ^ V p • (BLVii; + + / ^ ^ ( V p • (5LVW ) ) 
./Eef,, dp BL 9p 
(3 .24) 
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+ E R I % H - E ( ^ • ( - . V - + WVBL) 
+ E ( / • (BLVu; + i i ;VBL) 
£G£h V •'sefh L op 
~ I • {BlVw» - f • (wVB 
JE€£h op JEe£h Bl dp 
+ E J\*]^{«LV{pLgD) • ne} - £ £ ( J f ^ W • ne}[PLgD]) 
+ j { a L V W • n ^ g D - £ ± j f d-MgD[w] (3.25) 
and 
dS 
and 
-5 
dSa 
= T f ^ d S L . y - f / 1 dBL\(p-pn)wdSL 
k h A £ S B l dp J At dSL 
+ V " f d C i L V ' P ' (BlVw + 
etl /i eel h 
ifel dSL BL 
(3.26) 
- E [ S R (JRV(PLgD) • (BLVW + W V B L ) ) 
E € £ h JE€£H \TLL J 
+ E . - £ E / ^ { g ^ . n , } . 
(3.27) 
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Next, we continue computing the remaining entries of the Jacobian matrix and 
arrive at: 
= V f 6° ^ ^ - V / (p ~ pn)z <j>°cRSa dBa 
K E J ^ K J ^ A t B « d p 
_ v- [ (p-pn)z<t>sad2Ba ^ r (p-pn)z(psa/dBay 
t e j ^ h A t Ba d? 4 JEe£h A t B l \ d p ) 
f z(f>Sa dp f 1 dBn \ Z(F>sa dp / 1 >9fig' 
E%h JE££h A t dp V Ba rip ) 
+ E / f i ^ G ^ 5 - ) ™ - • + 
Ee£h a P 
- E f JT2^r(Pca(Sa)VSa • (BaVz + zVBa)) 
/
t? f d 
[z] — {aap'ca(Sa)VSa • ne} + e ^ / [pcJ — { « a V z • n e } 
eti h P e<=Fh J e P 
+ E / J - f f ( V p . ( B 0 V * + zV5 f l)) CP 
- E • ^ + £ E / { | f V 2 ' 
eerhJe y eerh 1 1 Je y 
(3.20) 
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- E / WTr7<y(PagD) • (BaVz + zVBa)) 
EE£H JE^£" HO (JP 
+ E / • ( B a V z + zVBa)) 
- E / w h v { P a 9 D ) • 
- E / • 
+ E flz}-^{*aV(PagD) • ne} - e £ • n e } 
e f e ^ e f e I6' ^ ^ 
Note that £ 6 is a function independent of SL, SO we obtain 
(3.29) 
dC6 
as.: - <3-30> 
Now we compute which is: 
oSa 
= V f f rh( ldBa\P-VndSa 
dSa JEe£h A 1 + A , ^ V Ba dp J At dSa Z 
f 1 d 
JE€Sh a 
E / w J r K P c a ( 5 a ) V 5 a . n e } + e J ] / { ^ V z • n e W eer, ^ e 6r h ^ L ^  J 
'caj 
eer, ^ eerh J<= 
5bcajr [2J 
(3.20) 
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- x M & ' ^ h ' X M f c - - * } 
f doca V{pagD) 
JEe£h OJa Oa 
(3 .32 ) 
From (4), we calculate 
^ A,odPf Q n , p w / l x P , SuBl SVBL\ q , a BvRsLSL 
SlBv\ / BaSL Ba / Sv SLRsL\\\ 
+ BgSv + BLSv)+C^aV+ BLSg + Sg\Bv+ BL ))) 
+ - + (1 + ^ + H + 
SLCL 8RSL /.. P ^A^L SVBL\ 
(I + RSLY DP V + W 
N / BVRSLSL BVSA SLBV\ 
+ v dp \ + BLSV + BGSV + B l S J 
q f S L d / B v R s L \ Sg d /BV\ SL d ( B V \ \ 
+ V°V\SV dp \ Bl / Sv dp \BA) Sv dp\BL)) 
( Sy SlRSL\\ 
+ Q (SLd (Bg\ Sy d ( Bg\ SL d (BgRsL 
+ *aCa\Sgdp\BL) + Sgdp\By) + SgdpK BL 
( 3 . 3 3 ) 
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Subsequently, from (3.7) we have 
d A ^ , , <W n , D wdSL(, , D , SaBL SvBl = <t>°{l + cR{p-p°))(cL{l + RsL) dSL q S l K - B a g L BvSl 
- c L S L ( l + R s L ) - i ( ^ + B L S L + Sv 
^ Ba S^ Bv S2l ) 
9Sl a BvRsL Sl + ByS. + SL Bv 
8Sl V BL Sv Ba Sv BL Sv 
' BYRSL SV + SL By SQ By SY + SL\ 
~Bl S*~ + TaSl ~Bl / 
1 B 1 BA 1 BARS 
1 SQ BL JA UV JA 
-\~CySy 
f tia 1 tsa 1 TSaKsL\\ , . +caSa( — — - —— + - J ) , (3.34) \ £> r 0„ £>„ 0„ ±J r / / 
and 
_ . o n , „ , W „ c /i , D W 1 + & = M + c R { P - P ° ) ) ( c L S L ( i + R S L R { B A S L , B V S 2 
L 
c (i + By RjsL Sl + BySa + SL Bv\ 
cw~' V BL Sv B a Sy BL Sy / dSa 
n F By RSL SL BySa By SL\ 
v vy Bl Sl + BaSyBLSV 
dSq / BqSL Ba / Sy SJ, RGL \\ 
+CadSaV+ BLSa + Sa\Bv+ BL )) 
Q (BA SL BA Sa + Sv BARSL SL\\ 
~CABA\B2S! + Ty S*Q + BL S I ) ) - {6-6B) 
Now from (3.8), we compute: 
I - f») 
<9£a „ \ , N Z-, F D + <9p (3.36) 
Using the form of p given by (3.19), we see that — (Vp • Vv) is given by 
- (Vp-Vv) = - x — ^ - V v 
dajtE dajtE 
= V^E{x,y)-Vv. (3.37) 
Table 3.2 : Table of partial derivatives of BI with respect to P. SL, S, 
96, 
dp for a = L, a 
i = 1 dBL D dBv o dRaL dp "-sL dp Dv dp 0 
i = 2 dBv dp 0 
i = 3 dBv dp 0 
i = 4 dBa dp 0 
Table 3.3 : Table of partial derivatives of Cj with respect to p, SL, S( 
da 
dp for a = L, a 
i = 1 fcrLk dBL KlM dflL k dkrL Bini, dp Blh2l dp BlUl dSo, 
i = 2 krt,k dBv fenjk dflv k dkf u B%Hv dp Bvp.l dp BlU-V dSa 
i = 3 krLk DRSL R„LkrLkdfj,L RsLkRLV.dBL RSL k SAvL BlUl dp BLfij dp B'fjiL dp Blul dSa 
i = 4 kra k dfla ferok dBa k dfCra BaVl dP dp Ba^a dSQ 
Table 3.4 : Table of partial derivatives of di with respect to p, SL, ST 
ddj 
dp J ^ for a = L, a 
i = 1 dBL f? dBv o dp ^ ^ dp ^ dp 0 
i - 2 dBy dp 0 
i = 3 dBa dp 0 
i = 4 dBv dp 0 
40 
Table 3.5 : Table of partial derivatives of with respect to p, SL, S( 
9h 
dp J ^ for a — L, a 
i = 1 krLk d/j.L krLk H2lBl dp HLB2l dp 
k dkrL 
VLBL dSa 
i = 2 krv k dfj,v KPV k dBv k dkrv H%BV dp HvB% dp fivBv dSa 
i = 3 far a dfJ>a fc'pa k dBa k dkra ll\Ba dp flaBl dp ftaBa 9Sa 
i = 4 krLk DRSI krLk DFIL krLk DBL HLBl dp /.L2lBl dp P-LB'I dp 
RsLk dkrL 
VLBL 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
Similarly using (3.19), we have 
d „, . d(Vp) „ d(Vk) 
-(Vp-V&O = - S - Z L . V b i + Vp- V l> 
ddj)E daj,E daj,E 
= W J V E ( X , y) • Vk + Vp • -^—(b^p)Vp) 
Odj,E 
= y) • V6; + Vp • (b'Kpy^EVp) 
d(Vp)\ daj>E ' 
Also, one obtain 
and 
daL 1 dkrL. , r — - = — — - k for a = L,a 
dSa /J,L oba 
daL KL DFIL 
dp H2l dp 
k. 
Now we compute ^ ^ for a = L, a and arrive at: 
oSa 
daa = 1 dkra ^ = 
and 
data _ J_dkra^ = k'ra{Sa)^ 
dSg Ua dSa [la 
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with 
daa kra dfxa (3.43) 
dp fi2L dp 
In the next section, an investigation on the geological sequestration of CO2 is 
presented. A DG scheme is developed. 
3.3 Sequential Formulation for CO2 Sequestration Model 
The primary unknowns of the systems are pressure, saturations and mole fractions: 
P,Sl,XH2O,v,XCO2,L- We first solve for p,SL and then we use (2.65), (2.66) to obtain 
XH2O,V, XCO2,L- Discretizing (2.57), (2.58) in time and time lagging the mole fractions, 
we obtain: 
Pressure Equation 
+ CR(pn - P°))(Xc02,LPnLSnL + XnC02ivPnv(l - S2))) 
••9 
V • ( % C 0 2 ( 1 - SnL)VSl) + xlo^plql + xlo^M 
'V 
= 0 
(3.44) 
Saturation Equation 
1 
A t - (>(1 + cR(p
n+1 - P°))(xnH2o,LPnL+1SnL+1 + 4 0 i r ( 1 - SnL+i)) 
<j>°{l + cR{pn+1 - P°)){xnH20 LpnL+lSnL + xnH2o,vpnv+1( 1 - 52))) 
H20,VPV 
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V • ( (xH20,LpL+lk-iil + XH20,vPv + 1 k - ^ ) Vpn+1) v v PL Pv ' ' 
+ V • ( x ^ p ^ k ^ p ' ^ 1 - SDWS2) -xnH^Lpt\l - xnH2o^qnv ,.•11-
Pv 
: = 10 
(3.45) 
From Green's theorem, we obtain 
V f V • (XCO2,LPL^~Vp)v = - V f XCO2<LPL^~—VP • Vv 
E e £ h JE€£h v PL / E e £ h JEeeh PL 
+ E I XCO2,LPIM—VP • nEv 
E€£H JDE VL 
= ~ E [ XCO2,LPL^—VP • Vv 
EE£H VL 
+ Y2 \{xco2,LpLk—Vp • ne}[u] 
-E E /{XCO2,LPIM—VV • ne}\p] 
- E o / t P l M (3-46) 
Using the expression above and apply DG to the terms (9), (10) in the pressure and 
saturation equations, we arrive at the following numerical scheme. 
Suppose (pn,S2) G Vkp(£h) x VksL(£h) is known, find ( p n + \ S n L + l ) G Vkp(£h) x 
VksL(£h) such that for all test function (v,w ) G T>kp(£h) x VksL(£h), the following 
system is satisfied: 
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Pressure Equation 
£ I + C R { p n + 1 ~ P°^XCO,LPnL+lS2 + X l 0 2 ^ \ 1 - SI))V 
E€£h JE^£h 
E f T ^ 1 + - P ° ) ) ( * C 0 2 > L ^ + Xnco^v{l - Sl))v 
1 
j £
1 
E&£h J E€£h 
+ £ / , . Vv - E / { a ^ ^ k - ^ V p " * 1 • nJH E^£hJE^£h PL eerhJe ^L 
/ { ^ k ^ . n e i r i + E n / [pn + 1 ]M eerh ^ PL e e r h lel ./e 
+ E [ *nco2,vPnv+1^Pcv( 1 - • Vw 
- E / - • n e }M 
+ e E / { S c o ^ k - ^ a i - 52)V« • ne}[52] + £ n / K M 
e e r , J ' J e 
+ e E / • n e } [ p ^ ] + E O / 
+ E » ) + £ ( S ^ . X ^ C « ) = 0 (3 .47) 
ne}[v] 
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Saturation Equation 
£ / W I ^ 1 + CR(pn+1 ~ P°WXH*0,LPl+1SNL+L + XnH2o,vpnv + \l ~ SR))V 
~ E I Xi^1 + ~ P°))(XH20,LPnL+lSl + *&a0iX+1(l - SD)V 
E&£h JE€£h A t 
+ £ f • V . - E / U 2 o , L P n L + 1 ^ ^ P n + 1 • ne}[v] 
ET£H J E P L ^ L VL J 
+ / { x f f 2 o , L p L + l k - ^ i V v • ne\\pn+1] + E O / _ v " V > V : = 11 : = 12 
+ £ / ^ O ^ r ^ ^ p ' e ^ l - 52)V52+ 1 • V* 
JEe£h Pv 
- E / { s w r 1 ^ ^ ! - • ne}M 
+*£ / J i^u - • + E r / eerh ^ e £ r J e l ^ 
+ E / ^ k ^ 1 • V, - £ /{^o^r^-^Vp-1 • ne}M 
Pv eeFh Je ^ Py J 
eGr„ J e Vv J 
:=13 
+ E {xH2o,LPl+1Qh v) + E (* W ^ C ») B = 0 (3-48) 
Here the stability terms (11), (12) and (13) may not be needed to keep the nu-
merical scheme stable; however, this can be checked through numerical testing. An 
illustration of how our sequential scheme is applied is shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 : Sequential Approach for the CO2 Sequestration Model 
3.4 Fully Coupled Formulation for CO2 Sequestration Model 
In this section we derive a fully coupled scheme to solve the CO2 sequestration prob-
lem. First we discretize the coupled equations (2.57) and (2.58) in time, then we 
discretize this set of equations in DG space. The resulting pressure and saturation 
equations are similar to (3.47) and (3.48) where all the coefficients with subscript n 
replaced by n + 1 with the exception of mole fractions. 
Suppose (pn,S2) G Vkp{£h) x VkgL{£h) is known, find ( p n + \ S n L + 1 ) G Vkp(£h) x 
VksL(£h) such that for all test function (v,w) G T>kp(£h) x VksL(£h), the following 
system is satisfied: 
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Pressure Equation 
E / T ^ 1 + C«(PN+1 - P°))(*CO2,LPI+1S2+1 + - S2+1))v 
- E / T^1 + °R{pn ~ P0^XC02,LPl+1SnL+1 + XnC02,VPnV+1( 1 - Sf^ V E££h Jeeffc 
+ E f -nco2tLPT^%ypn+1 • Vv - £ f { ^ P T ' ^ V P ^ • ne}M Et£hJEt£H PL e€VhJe VL 
+eE / • ne}[^ ] + E H / 
+ E / - • V', 
ntzCh 
f kn+1 ~ E {*co2,vPnv+1 p^'cv( 1 - • ne)H 
eer h •'e P'y 
E [ {xco2,vp:+1 P^'cv( i - sr1) v« • n^sr1] + E n / e e r , ^ t*v lel Je 
+ E / -co2,P^%ypn+l • Vt; - W • nJM 
/ { ^ / ^ l l v . - n J K 1 ] e€Vh Je Pv 
+ E (znco2,LPl+1qnL+1,v) „ + E feo^r^r1,^) = o (3.49) 
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Saturation Equation 
£ / 7^0(1 + CR^n+1 ~ P°))^o,lPTXSI+1 + x»Ha0iVp?\l - SnL+1)) 
E€£h JEZ£h A t 
- E [ T ^ 1 + c*(Pn+1 - P°))(*nH2o,LPl+1S2 + xh2o,vPv+1(1 - SnL))v 
EE£H JE^£H £A' 
IH 
l ]M 
•••'riM 
+ E / ^o^k^Vp*^1 • V, - £ /{sW^kSlvp1*1 ' ne}[-
^ L eer h ^ ^ 
£ / { * H 2 o , L P l + 1 ^ V v . ne}[p"+1] + 
e£Th Je ^L eeFh lel Je 
. /" l.n+1 + E / - sr^vsr1 • v« 
Ee£h jEe£h Vv 
- E / 1 - sr^vsjr1 • MM 
e6rh Vv 
r kn + 1 
E /{zWir^ T r^pka - • nj[52+1] + E 
e e r h J ' ^ eer„ 
+ E / s W r k T ^ r V p * * 1 • Vi; - ] T / { x ^ o ^ k - ^ V p ^ 1 • ne}[v] 
= - E E (3.50) 
Here we denote Ci:=(3.49), C2:=(3.50) with C = (C1(y),C2{y))T and y = (p,SL). 
Our primary unknowns are pressure pn+1 and saturation Now we outline an 
algorithm for solving the system. Denote (990, A0) = (pn, 
Algorithm 
1. Fix t > 0. Input initial values for XqCQ2 L and X°H2Q l , 5"£,p° 
2. Solve for xQcc>2 v and x°H2q l by phase constraints: 
XCO2,L + X°H2O,L = 1 
x, .0 , 0 _ C02,v ' H20,V ~ 
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3. For I = 0 , 1 , . . d o 
(a) Compute (pl+1,\l+l by solving C\ = 0 and C2 = 0 using Newton-Raphson's 
method. 
(b) If \\ipl+l - </?'||l2(q) < g and ||A'+1 - A ' | | L 2 ( f i ) < e, return I = U and stop. 
(c) Let pn+1 = <pu, S2+1 = Xu where h as the last I. 
(d) Compute xnH+2lo,v^nco\,L by (2.65), (2.66). 
(e) Compute X^Q l , X^Q v by phase constraints. 
Figure 3.2 shows the schematic procedure of the fully coupled technique. 
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XH20,L' XC02,L. 
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Figure 3.2 : Fully Coupled Approach for the CO2 Sequestration Model 
From the Newton-Raphson method, the entries of the Jacobian matrix are given 
by: 
E€£H JE^£H 
^ { l + cR(p - p°)) (xnc02,LSL^ + XCO*,vil 
E / ^ 
+ E / " 
+ V / XCO2,LKL dpL 
Eesh JE&sh f l L d p Vv 
v 
eer h I ' ^ 
^ ^ e ^ dp 
9[p] 
dp 
E 
Tn b CC>2,V RV 
V 
1 
+ T [ . V v 
^ d p Cj izCh —" 
k P v dp 
Vv 
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Now we calculate the partial derivative of C2 with respect to p. 
~ E L Xt^ 1 + c « < p " - + w i -
- £ / ^ o ^ ^ V p - V v 
Ee£hjE^ op 
+ Y [ ^ ^ k ^ V p - V t ; 
+ E / 
,6rh ' ' -
eerh 1/6 f ^ egph I I Je 
- E f XH20^rvP'cv{l - SL)k^^VSL • Vv 
Ee£hJE€£h Pv OP 
. sr^ [ XH2Otv^rv , , , dpv + > / PCV( 1 - 5 L ) k — • V u 
^ Pv dp 
- E - SL)VSL • n e } H 
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+ e E / { ^ 2 O , X V ^ ( ^ ) P ' C V ( L - S L ) V V - N E } [ S L } 
e€Vh e 
E [ - W ^ ^ V p - V , 
Ee£hJEE£h Pv OP 
+ y f s W ^ f c f f e v Vi; 
~ -W, Pv dp 
4 - V / x" j k f c ™d(Vp) y,. 
e£Th 
+ E - 1 + E ^ (3.52) 
DCI 
Next we compute ——with i = 1, and obtain: 
obL 
^ r + - P°)> / a s ^ 
] E £ £ h A t ^ . L P L J 
^ f + cfl(p" - p°)> / as^x 
" JEee At Xc°™PvdSL) 
+ y f 
PL dSL 
e£ i h 
j f e - W Pv dSL 
dCi 
52 
+ £ 
E€SH 
XC02,vPvKvk 9 < p , v { 1 _ S l ) ) V S l . V v 
' E€£H PV dSr 
Pv dSr 
£ 
eerh 
rn ^k- 9 
eerh 
b c o ^ U v OS, 
Pv, d 
(krvp'cv( 1 - 5i)V5i) • ne}M 
£ / - SLj)Vv • ne}[ 
E [ W c o ^ — P ' ^ - SL)Vv • ne\ 
eerh Vv 
e e r j e | Je ObL E € £ h J E - E / { * 
Vv • ne [•[S'LJ 
xc,o2/u/5t,k dkrv 
pv dSL 
Vp • Vv 
,n Pv i . dkrv 
(3.53) 
and 
9C2 y . r r(i + cr(p-p°))v 
- U 
_ _ n dSi xH20,LPL^q^ XH20,vPvQg 
dS_L 
'dSL 
dSL _ n dSj/ 
A 4 K
XH2O,LPL9SL XH2O,VPV9SL/ 
4>°( 1 + cR(pn - p° )> 
At 
XH2O,LPLk dkrL 
0 
+ VL dSL 
PL, DKRL 
Vp • Vv 
- E 
eerh 
+ e E 
e , dSL 
V p - n e } [ 
eerh" 
Vu ™e}[p] 
+ E 
E€SH EE£H 
n PL, dkrL 
dSL 
XH20,vPvkdkrv , . Q , Q _ 
' -QO-PCTC1 - • 
Pv ObL 
53 
+ £ / Ee£h JE€£h P 
^vPvKvk d _ S l ) ) V S l _ 
<9Sr 
L Ee£h J E 
xH20,vPvkrvk , d(VSL) 
Pcvi1 - VV 
E£H Pv dSL 
E I P v
5 
H2°'v^v dSL 
A , k . 9 
( ^ 4 ( 1 - SL)VSL) -ne)[v) 
E / { 4 o / « k H : „ ( l - SL)Vt, • n e} 
Vv • n, e -3L 
9[SL] 
dSL 
I X i L -J I . , V^ f XH20,vPvk dkrv + > — I |i>l + /> / —— ^TrVp • Vv 
JEt£h Pv dSL 
° fd[SL], 
£ M I 9 S e 
E / ^ k ^ v p . n ^ 
eerh' 
e 6 r h ^ L ^ 
(3.54) 
In the next chapter, concluding remarks of this study are given following a dis-
cussion of possible future extension to this work. 
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Chapter 4 
Conclusion 
In this thesis, two new high-order numerical schemes are proposed to solve the multi-
component multiphase flow in porous media that arises in the petroleum and envi-
ronmental industries. Both sequential and fully coupled schemes are developed based 
on a discontinuous Galerkin approximation to solve the black oil and CO2 seques-
tration model. So far there does not exist any numerical methods that solves this 
model using the DG method. For the CO2 sequestration problem, while DG has been 
applied to solve the traditional conservation equations, much remains to be done in 
the issue regarding the treatment of mass transfer of CO2 in water; thus, the schemes 
developed here takes this effect into account by using Sasaki's model. 
For the sequential approach, the coupled nonlinear pressure and saturations equa-
tions are linearized by solving them sequentially and by time-lagging the nonlinear 
coefficients. This approach yields a relatively fast solution on a time step basis, but 
may exhibit stability problems when trying to approximate the saturations at each 
time step. 
Now for the fully coupled approach, the Newton-Raphson method is applied to 
decouple the nonlinear system of equations. At each time step, a Jacobian matrix is 
constructed. This is shown in detail in Chapter 3. The advantage of this scheme is 
that no slope limiting techniques are required for stabilization of the system. 
Future work includes implementation of the existing numerical methods developed 
in Chapter 3 and compare the resulting simulation model with TOUGH2, which is 
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a general-purpose multiphase fluid flow simulator. Another future extension would 
be to incorporate the gravity effect in the CO2 sequestration model and investigate 
automatic adaptivity on unstructured meshes to provide better efficient solutions with 
a lower computational cost. In addition, I would also like to give an estimation of 
the penalty parameters for the DG scheme so that the scheme remains stable and 
convergent. 
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Chapter 5 
Notation 
Note : a G {L, v, a} and m G {w, g, o}. 
• Ba - Volume factor for phase a 
• CR - Rock compressibility 
• ca - Compressibility of phase a 
• D - Depth of reservoir 
• g - Gravitational constant 
• fm,a - Fugacity of component m in phase a 
• k - Absolute permeability tensor 
• Kmtt iP - Thermodynamic equilibrium constant of component m 
at temperature t and pressure p 
• kra - Relative permeability for phase a 
• NM - Amount of component M 
• NA - Amount of a given component in phase A 
• p - Pressure 
• Pca - Capillary pressure of phase a 
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• p° - Reference pressure 
• R - Gas constant 
• RsL - Solution gas/liquid ratio 
• Sa - Saturation of phase a 
• uQ - Phase velocity of phase a 
• Va - Volume of phase a 
• Vm - Average partial molar volume of component m 
• Vam - Partial molar volume of phase a with respect to component m 
• xmta - Mole fraction of component m in phase a 
• (f)- Porosity 
• rm - Fugacity coefficient of component m 
• Om - Divergence of the flux of component m 
• va - Specific volume of phase a 
• - Fluid viscosity of phase a 
• Reference porosity at p° 
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